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TECHNOLOGY

Go your own way. This isn’t just a motto; this is our way of life.
This is what drives us, what makes us different. In short, this is
our DNA.
Going your own way means creating sports activities which take
you out into nature.
More than 30 years ago, we created the snowshoe recreational
market by offering our customers smart, high-quality products. A
decade later, we launched the Nordic walking market in France, Italy
and Spain with a full range of poles bursting with innovations.
10 years after that we developed our Yooner activity so that
everybody, fans of skiing or not, can discover new snow sensations
and have fun out on the slopes.
Going your own way means producing your products in France and
committing to eco-design
We’ve built our company from the ground up in the heart of the Aravis
(Haute-Savoie, France). The mountains are our natural habitat, our
passion, our source of inspiration, and our laboratory. We care
about sustainable development and we’re aware of just how fragile
our environment is. This is why we’ve always manufactured every
single one of our snowshoes, sleds, poles and Yooners in France.
From the preliminary product design stages, we’re always looking to
optimize our environmental performance by minimizing our impact
(material consumption, transport, use, recycling…). Lastly, by keeping
all of our production close to hand we can react to any issue arising
from manufacture or customer service because we have full control
over the entire production process (from plastic injection to final
assembly). Thanks to our industry expertise, modern production
tools and innovative manufacturing processes, we’ve been able to
cement our position at the pinnacle of our field.
Going your own way means gaining a reputation for constant
innovation.
The taste for innovation lies at the very heart of who we are. It
runs through our team of developers, testers, professionals and
passionate men and women who live for the mountains and seek
excellence above all else. For every one of our products, we invent
innovative new concepts and work to perfect high quality products
which genuinely meet your needs. We’re creators, not followers. This
is why we’ve already filed more than 60 patents around the world and
won a number of awards to demonstrate the respect we’ve earned
in our field.
Going your own way means going there together.
Our authenticity, our unique culture and our values have enabled us to
forge a close, trusting relationship with you for more than 30 years.
Together we share the passion for the mountains, for real fresh air,
for great products, for strong emotions and for shared dreams.
We’d like to thank you from the bottom of our hearts for putting so
much faith in us.
And now? It’s up to you to go your own way.
We’re delighted to present all of our products to you. They will be the
most loyal companions you could ask for, letting you take full advantage
of all the joy of the mountains. Use them to explore, discover, feel,
breath, escape and wonder. That’s our greatest satisfaction: putting
you in complete harmony with nature.
Go your own Way…
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TECHNOLOGY

All snowshoes of this classic range have
been designed and developed for each
type of consumer to find the pair corresponding to their specific use. They are
made entirely in France with TSL in total
control of our production (plastic injection to final assembly) ; This ensures
high quality products as well as superior
after-sales service.

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE FRAME SURFACE.
You should choose the deck size according to your size and the snow conditions.
The greater the weight of the walker, the wider the deck required to bear the
weight.
All of our adult frames (Hyperflex, 3D design, classic) are available in a range of
sizes.

SYMBIOZ S

SYMBIOZ M

SYMBIOZ L

65 > 180 lbs

110 > 260 lbs

150 > 300 lbs

30 > 80 Kg

418

70 > 140 Kg

438

40 > 80 Kg

60 > 120 Kg

90 > 180 lbs

130 > 260 lbs

30 > 80 Kg

50 > 120 Kg

65 > 180 lbs

110 > 260 lbs

305

302

50 > 120 Kg

325

20 > 50 Kg
40 > 110 lbs

217

KIDOO

227

40 > 100 Kg

70 > 140 Kg

90 > 220 lbs

150 > 300 lbs

15 > 30 Kg
30 > 65 lbs
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All of our narrow-waist snow-shoes
have been tested in the most extreme
temperatures. The special shape (TSL
patented) enables you to maintain a normal gait.

THE FRAME AND GRIPS
Hyper-flexible and lightwieght with an ergonomic binding,
the Symbioz adapts to the unevenness of the terrain to give
extraordinary traction. The inserts provide elasticity and
responsiveness and to offer a feeling of freedom.

REINFORCEMENTS
For the first time, TSL has used a design containing
reinforcements each having their function that
are essential to the effectiveness of the Hyperflex
concept. They support the product’s distortion
constraints during walking and give the Symbioz its
overall qualities: flexibility, rigidity, elasticity and light
weight.

CARBON
Carbon reinforcements store energy during the
flexing phase and restore it at the end of the stride
to increase stride power and reduce effort and vibration. Distortion of the Symbioz Elite and SYMBIOZ
HIKER 2 frame is progressive, responsive, precise
and uniform in both the bending and twisting phases.

THERMOPLASTIC
Thermoplastic reinforcements support the SYMBIOZ
ACCESS and the SYMBIOZ MOTION 2 distortion
constraints to provide a natural stride in both the
bending and twisting phases.

TEXALIUM
Texalium reinforcements, like carbon fibre, support
the Symbioz’ distortion constraints. They allow effort
to be transmitted evenly across the whole frame
to provide a natural stride in both the bending and
twisting phases. They give the SYMBIOZ STEP-IN a
high level of elasticity for harmonious suppleness and
excellent stride absorption.

Our different prize
TSL OUTDOOR was awarded a prize by the Design
Observer from APCI (Agency for the Promotion of
Industrial Design), Inosport, Backpacker (USA) and
Bref Rhône Alpes Trophee for its Symbioz Elite.
The prize award reinforce TSL’s determination to
progress in order to provide consumers with even
more innovations.
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THE FRAME AND GRIPS

TECHNOLOGY

NEVER HAS A
SNOWSHOE OFFERED
SUCH OUTSTANDING
GRIP.
Combined with the vertical blades,
the stainless steel bidirectional
crampons placed under the foot give
incredible traction (uphill), excellent
grip (downhill) and perfect drift control
(incline). The flexible frame follows the
shape of the terrain, provides superb
stability and complete safety to avoid
sudden sliding in powder snow.

These decks benefit from variable height
edges providing better grip on downhill slopes
and great traction in all types of snow (TSL
Patented).

Icy snow

GRIP

Packed snow

The 3D Design snowshoes use 6 interchangeable tips (8 for 418/438) and
front points for excellent grip.
The Grips models, fitted with lateral
stainless steel blades, optimise the grip
on these models.

Soft snow
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Heel lifts
front teeth
The front teeth provide maximum traction on
steep slopes.

Adaptable to any foot size, our climbing bars offer
an average angle of 12° and are always located
right under the heel. Because there is no direct
contact with the shoes, pressure points are nonexistent.

CLAWS
The 8 independent, abrasion-resistant stainless steel crampons
(similar to mountaineering crampons) are always located under the
foot’s pressure points, no matter
the size of your foot. They grip is
unbeatable.

system

Going uphill, the device lifts the heel. Going Downhill, the back of the binding goes under the deck
in order to keep the foot flat, preventing the foot
from jutting out at the front of the shoe.

vertical blades
The vertical blades provide superb traction and control on inclines or steep slopes in soft
or compact snow.

Icy snow

CLASSIC
Packed snow

Soft snow

These robust and rigid frames are perfect for treks on gentle slopes. They are
fitted with 6 interchangeable crampon
tips and front points for very excellent
grip.
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All TSL snowshoes have a Sound and shock absorbing System (TSL Patented).

BINDINGS

TECHNOLOGY

GLOBAL MEMORY FIT BINDING.
TSL is the only brand of snowshoes to provide a complete memory of the shape of the shoe (size and front volume). This
gives excellent control of the foot across a wide range of sizes and in all types of situations. Once these pre-adjustments
have been made, the snowshoe can be put on easily and quickly before each outing.

DEVICE WITH PRESET MEMORY

LOCK
ADJUSTMENT
(TSL Patented)

Just activate the locking system and slide the heel support to the correct
position. It will now maintain this setting.

DEVICE WITHOUT PRESET MEMORY

RAPID
ADJUSTMENT
Quick shoe size adjustment by simply pushing the heel piece.
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BINDINGS
Front tightening

MEMORY LOCK SYSTEM

STRAP TIGHTENING

Volume memory, with a final buckle to tighten it onto your foot.

Front classical tightening with strap.

MEMORY FLEX SYSTEM

LATERAL ADJUST

Flexible volume memory with a lateral pre-adjust.

Lateral adjustment to fit perfectly to your foot and memorise its volume.

(TSL Patented)

(TSL Patented)

(TSL Patented)

Back tightening

ankle PRE-ADJUST

Buckle
Tightening

Comfort strap

Enables you to centre the comfort strap on
your instep and permanently set its position.

Our bindings include a ratcheting buckle
system.

Enables you to optimise the contact zones
around the ankle strap, providing improved
comfort and support.
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SYMBIOZ
elite

The Symbioz ELITE has the top of TSL technologies
: Hyperflex Concept, carbon reinforcements
for excellent elasticity and responsiveness,
exceptional grip and flexible binding with the
«Global Memory binding» Concept. It is intended
for enthusiastic snowshoers who wish for the
best to go in all kinds of terrain and snow.

HYPERFLEX SERIES

Volume and front fastening
memory:
Memory Lock System

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

Hyperflex Concept /
Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Crossbars

Carbon reinforcements

8 large
independent
claws

Padded comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift, activated by
simply pushing with the pole

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

S

52,5 x 19 cm (20,5 x 7,5’’)
930g x2 (2,05 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 44 (6,5 women > 12 women)

S

M

L

M

59 x 21 cm (23,5 x 8’’)
980g x2 (2,15 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 47 (7 men > 13 men)

L
ruby

ruby

ruby
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69 x 22,5 cm (27 x 8,5 ’’)
1080g x2 (2,40 lbs x2)
70kg > 140kg (150 > 300 lbs)
41 > 50 (8 men > 15 men)

SYMBIOZ
hiker 2

This model uses Hyperflex technology to ensure
excellent grip and great flexibility, while the
Carbon reinforcements provide very good shock
absorption. The Symbioz Hiker 2 is ideal for
multi-terrain hikers looking for a shoe that’s easy
to use and which offers a natural stride as they
walk.

Front tightening with strap

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

Hyperflex Concept /
Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Crossbars

Carbon reinforcements

8 large
independent
claws

Bi-material comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift, activated by
simply pushing with the pole

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

S

52,5 x 19 cm (20,5 x 7,5’’)
960g x2 (2,10 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 44 (6,5 women > 12 women)

S

M

L

M

59 x 21 cm (23,5 x 8’’)
1010g x2 (2,20 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 47 (7 men > 13 men)

L
meteor

meteor

meteor
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69 x 22,5 cm (27 x 8,5 ’’)
1110g x2 (2,45 lbs x2)
70kg > 140kg (150 > 300 lbs)
41 > 50 (8 men > 15 men)

SYMBIOZ
motion 2

Version 2 of the Symbioz Motion offers enhanced
grip with 8 new stainless steel studs. These
shoes retain all of the advantages of the original.
They are quick to put on, comfortable and
close-fitting, and the Hyperflex concept offers a
wonderfully comfortable stride.

HYPERFLEX SERIES

Front Flex memory

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

Hyperflex Concept /
Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Crossbars

Thermoplastic
reinforcements
8 large
independent
claws

Bi-material comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift, activated by
simply pushing with the pole

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

S

52,5 x 19 cm (20,5 x 7,5’’)
965g x2 (2,13 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 44 (6,5 women > 12 women)

S

M

L

M

59 x 21 cm (23,5 x 8’’)
1015g x2 (2,24 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 47 (7 men > 13 men)

L
titan black

titan black

titan black
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69 x 22,5 cm (27 x 8,5 ’’)
1115g x2 (2,46 lbs x2)
70kg > 140kg (150 > 300 lbs)
41 > 50 (8 men > 15 men)

SYMBIOZ
access

The highly structured frame, toe crampon and 8
studs give the Symbioz Access very good grip.
They are designed for winter walkers who are
seeking a completely natural stride.

Front tightening with strap

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

Hyperflex Concept /
Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment
Crossbars
Thermoplastic
reinforcements
8 steel tips

Bi-material comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift, activated by
simply pushing with the pole

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

S

52,5 x 19 cm (20,5 x 7,5’’)
860g x2 (1,90 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 44 (6,5 women > 12 women)

S

M

L

M

59 x 21 cm (23,5 x 8’’)
910g x2 (2,01 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 47 (7 men > 13 men)

L
celestial

celestial

celestial
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69 x 22,5 cm (27 x 8,5 ’’)
1010g x2 (2,23 lbs x2)
70kg > 140kg (150 > 300 lbs)
41 > 50 (8 men > 15 men)

SYMBIOZ
step-in

Combining the best of Hyperflex and Step-In
technologies, this model will astonish you by its
completely natural foot action, its unmatched
lightness and ease of fitting.

HYPERFLEX SERIES

Automatic step-in binding

Hyperflex Concept /
Hourglass Shape

Crossbars

Texalium
reinforcements

8 steel tips

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

STEP-IN TREK

p27

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

S

52,5 x 19 cm (20,5 x 7,5’’)
435g x2 (0,96 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
36 > 44 (6 women > 12 women)

S

M

L

M

59 x 21 cm (23,5 x 8’’)
485g x2 (1,2 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 47 (7 men > 13 men)

L
titan black

titan black

titan black
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69 x 22,5 cm (27 x 8,5 ’’)
585g x2 (1,29 lbs x2)
70kg > 140kg (150 > 300 lbs)
41 > 50 (8 men > 15 men)

SYMBIOZ
racing

The Symbioz Racing has been specially designed
for high-speed snowshoe enthusiasts. Their
extreme flexibility offers a completely naturalfeeling stride, fantastic weight transfer and
unparalleled lightness (320g/0.70lbs per foot),
making these snowshoes a natural extension of
your body.

53,8 x 20,4 cm (21,1 x 8’’)
320g x2 (0,70 lbs x2)
40kg > 100kg (90 > 220 lbs)
36 > 47 (6 women > 13 men)

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

pearly white

NATURAL STRIDE

COMFORT AND EASE

TRACTION

The Hyperflex Concept frame gives you a completely
natural foot-strike and propulsion, ensuring that your
stride is as natural as possible for maximum grip on
both your snowshoes and the snow. Thanks to its
shape memory, these snowshoes store energy when
flexed and release it at the end of your stride.

Tighten and loosen your snowshoes in a flash with
pre-set adjustments which stores the memory of
your foot: pre-adjust the length, the toe and the heel
+ the tightening strap and slip them on effortlessly.

Great grip, 4 inter-changeable tips, traction bars.
Mobile, 3-position rear crampons for optimal heel
support.
This model complies with both European and
American standards for snowshoe racing.

comes with a tightening
strap for hard-core fans
of the ankle-strap.
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GRIP SERIES

418/438
up&down
grip

system

These technical and unique models feature
lateral grips for additional traction. Enjoy the
Up & Down concept and the memory system
binding. For use in moderate to steep terrain.

Volume and front fastening
memory:
Memory Lock System

Front
Teeth

Hourglass Shape / 3D
Design

Crossbars

Bi-material comfort strap

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Lateral
grips

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)
Up & Down system
reduces slope effects and
significantly improves
comfort while walking
uphill or downhill

6+2
replaceable
steel tips
Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

418

438

418

57,5 x 21 cm (22,6 x 8,3’’)
960g x2 (2,10 lbs x2)
40kg > 80kg (90 > 180 lbs)
35 > 44 (5 women > 12 women)

438
goyave

dark grey
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64 x 22,5 cm (25,2 x 8,9’’)
1030g x2 (2,25 lbs x2)
60kg > 120kg (130 > 260 lbs)
38 > 46 (6 men > 12 men)

305/325
expedition
grip

Technical and stable snowshoes with exceptional
grip, thanks to the lateral traction bars. The
telescopic bindings use the “GLOBAL MEMORY
BINDING” system and preserve your feet’s
suppleness and flexibility. The perfect shoes for
normal and steep trails.

Volume and front
fastening memory:
Memory Lock System

Front
Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

GRIP SERIES

Crossbars
3D Design /
Hourglass Shape
Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Lateral
grips

Padded comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift,activated by
simply pushing with the pole

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
915g x2 (2,00 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 45 (6,5 women > 13 women)

325
paprika

titan black
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
1005g x2 (2,20 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 50 (7 men > 15 men)

305/325
tour
grip

The 305 and 325 Tour Grips are fitted with rapidadjust bindings, keeping them securely on your
feet. The grips under the frame make them ideal
for rough terrain.

Front
Teeth

Front tightening with strap

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust
Crossbars

3D Design /
Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Lateral
grips

Bi-material comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift,activated by
simply pushing with the pole

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
900g x2 (1,95 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 45 (6,5 women > 13 women)

325
celestial

meteor
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
990g x2 (2,15 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 50 (7 men > 15 men)

305/325
expedition

These offer the same characteristics as the
305/325 Expedition Grip, but without the grips.
For unrestricted, all-terrain use.

COMPOSITE SERIES

Volume and front
fastening memory:
Memory Lock System

Front
Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust
Crossbars
3D Design /
Hourglass Shape
Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Padded comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel lift,activated by
simply pushing with the pole

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6 • Grips 305/325

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
830g x2 (1,85 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 45 (6,5 women > 13 women)

325
paprika

titan black
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
920g x2 (2,05 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 50 (7 men > 15 men)

305/325
excursion

A comfortable model with very good grip. It fits
snugly and quickly to your feet, but leaves them
as flexible as they should be. A good blend of
comfort and technical appeal for standard and
steep trails.

Front tightening with strap

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

3D Design / Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Padded comfort strap

Crossbars

Flexible binding provides a
high level of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening
using an adjustable ratchet
system
Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel
lift,activated by simply
pushing with the pole

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6 • Grips 305/325

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
775g x2 (1,70 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 45 (6,5 women > 13 women)

325
birdy

moon
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
865g x2 (1,90 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 50 (7 men > 15 men)

305/325
tour

These offer the same characteristics as the
305/325 Tour Grip, but without the grips. For
experienced snowshoe walkers.

COMPOSITE SERIES

Front tightening with strap

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

3D Design / Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Padded comfort strap

Flexible binding provides a
high level of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening
using an adjustable ratchet
system
Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel
lift,activated by simply
pushing with the pole

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6 • Grips 305/325

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
815g x2 (1,80 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 45 (6,5 women > 13 women)

325
celestial

meteor
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
905g x2 (2,00 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 50 (7 men > 15 men)

305/325
ride

Why choose the 305/325 Ride? Because of the
suppleness, speed and simplicity they offer when
you put them on, which is enhanced even further
with the new front Flex tightening system. They
are the perfect shoes for entry-level trails.

Front Flex memory

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

3D Design / Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Bi-material comfort strap

Crossbars

Flexible binding provides a high level
of foot flexibility

Ankle memory and tightening
using an adjustable ratchet
system
Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Easy Ascent Heel
lift,activated by simply
pushing with the pole

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6 • Grips 305/325

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
795g x2 (1,75 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
37 > 45 (6,5 women > 13 women)

325
pacific

cactus
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
885g x2 (1,95 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 50 (7 men > 15 men)

305/325
pioneer

These rigid snowshoes have extremely simple bindings and are ideal for rental. They are also great
for beginners or walkers who prefer an easy-going
trail.

COMPOSITE SERIES

Front tightening with strap

Front Teeth

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust
3D Design /
Hourglass Shape
Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Bi-material comfort strap

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Crossbars

Sound and Shock
Absorbing System (SSAS)

Classical heel lift / Binding
blocker

6 steel
tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S5-6 • Grips 305/325

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
825g x2 (1,82 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
35 > 43 (5 women > 11 women)

325
crystal

dark slate

24

59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
915g x2 (2,02 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
39 > 47 (7 men > 13 men)

217/227
camo

These rigid technical snowshoes
are made to float. They are most
at home in the deep powder in
moderate to steep terrain.

Front Teeth

Front tightening with strap

Width adjustment memory:
Lateral Adjust

Hourglass Shape

Foot size memory:
Lock Adjustment

Bi-material comfort strap

Crossbars

Ankle memory and tightening using
an adjustable ratchet system

Sound and Shock Absorbing System
(SSAS)

Classical heel lift / Binding
blocker

6 steel
tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Claws S7

217

227

217

65 x 21,7 cm (25,5 x 8,5’’)
965g x2 (2,10 lbs x2)
40kg > 100kg (90 > 220 lbs)
35 > 47 (5 women > 14,5 women)

227
camo

camo
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74 x 22,7 cm (29 x 8,9’’)
1110g x2 (2,45 lbs x2)
70kg > 140kg (150 > 300 lbs)
39 > 57 (7 men > 18,5 men)

305/325
step-in
alpine

Lightweight and easy to put on the 305 and 325
Step-In Alpine binding holds the foot firmly for
rapid ascents and descents. Perfect for use in
moderate and steep terrain.

Front Teeth

COMPOSITE SERIES

Automatic step-in binding

3D Design / Hourglass
Shape

Heel pressure plate for added
comfort
Crossbars

Alpine Heel lift
by half-turn adjustment

Step-in Trek
p27

6
replaceable
steel tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
Optional accessories (p31) :
Grips 305/325

305

325

305

55 x 20,5 cm (21,6 x 8’’)
505g x2 (1,10 lbs x2)
30kg > 80kg (65 > 180 lbs)
36 > 44 (6 women > 12 women)

325
paprika

titan black
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59,5 x 22 cm (23,4 x 8,6’’)
595g x2 (1,30 lbs x2)
50kg > 120kg (110 > 260 lbs)
38 > 47 (6 men > 13 men)

STEP-IN TREK

This Step-In shoe (waterproof/ breathable and Step-in Vibram sole) has a zip-up lace cover to
provide total waterproofing. Warm feet in all conditions!

36 > 47
740g x 2 (42)

6w > 13m
1,60 lbs x 2 (9)

• Suede leather ankle protection
• Advance Protek w/b membrane
• VIBRAM® sole
• Cemented construction
• Rock protection
• Made in Europe

JURA

The Jura is THE shoe for snowshoeing, offering everything you need to protect you against winter conditions:
warmth, waterproofing, grip, breathability and stability.

• Syntheticleatherankle protection
• Advance Protekw/b membrane
• VIBRAM® sole
• Cemented construction
• Rock protection
• Made In Europe
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36 > 47
710g x 2 (42)

6w > 13m
1,57 lbs x 2 (10)

302

freeze
For the youngster, the 302 Freeze
is a technical snowshoe with great
traction and foot support.

COMPOSITE SERIES

Plastic front
Teeth
Adjustable toe box with velcro strap

3D Design /
Hourglass Shape

Rapid Adjustment :
The size is quickly adjusted before
each outing

Crossbars

Heel cup with velcro strap

6 steel
tips

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

302
danube
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48,5 x 18 cm (18,9 x 7’’)
400g x2 (0,90 lbs x2)
20kg > 50kg (40 > 110 lbs)
30 > 40 (13 girl > 9 women)

302 rookie
The 302 Rookie, Easy to use for the young, first
time snowshoer !

• Plastic front Teeth
• 3D Design / Hourglass Shape
• Heel tightening with memory ratchet strap
• 6 steel spikes

spicy

302

48,5 x 18 cm (18,9 x 7’’)
350g x2 (0,77 lbs x2)
20kg > 50kg (40 > 110 lbs)
27 > 37 (10,5 girl > 6,5 women)

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag

KIDOO
Easy to put on, these snowshoes are the perfect
way to show your child the magic of a mountain
walk.

• Soft rubber boot.
• 3 steel spikes

kiwi

510

44 x 17 cm (17,3 x 6,7’’)
305g x2 (0,67 lbs x2)
15kg > 30kg (30 > 65 lbs)
27 > 36 (10,5 girl > 4 boy)

Delivered with snowshoe storage bag
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ACCESSORIES

SNOWSHOE ACCESSORIES
ALUMINIUM CLAWS

S5-6

• Unmatched grip on hard snow
• Easy to install
• Removable claws

ALUMINIUM CLAWS S5-6
for TSL :
205/225
206/226
305/325

S7

ALUMINIUM CLAWS S7
for TSL :
217/227

STAINLESS STEEL GRIPS 305/325

STAINLESS STEEL GRIPS 418/438

• for TSL 305, 325
• Maximum grip on hard snow
• Fixed STAINLESS STEEL grip

• for TSL 418 & 438
• Maximum grip on hard snow
• Fixed STAINLESS STEEL grip

BAGS
All our pairs of snowshoes are supplied with bags
for transport and storage.
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LONG GAITERS

HIGH TREK M/L

TREK M/L/XL

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Front opening with Zipper protected by a self-gripping
cover / Holds on to your shoes by self-gripping rubber band + front hook + interchangeable cable /
Top Scratch Locker : Top held by wide rubber strap = more comfort / Middle “rubber band” fastening

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Front opening with zipper protected by a self-gripping
cover / Holds on to your shoes by self-gripping rubber band + front hook + adjustable strap / Top Scratch
Locker : Top held by wide rubber strap = more comfort / Middle “rubber band” fastening

A sophisticated gaiter for high-mountain use.

The Trek is a sophisticated gaiter that’s ideal for mountain excursions.

M

35 > 43
5w > 9m
125g x 2 0,28 lbs x 2
38cm
15’’

M

35 > 43
5w > 9m
125g x 2 0,28 lbs x 2
38cm
15’’

L

38 > 49 7,5w > 15m
150g x 2 0,33 lbs x 2
40cm
15,7’’

L

38 > 49 7,5w > 15m
150g x 2 0,33 lbs x 2
40cm
15,7’’

XL

42 > 52 10w > 17m
170g x 2 0,37 lbs x 2
44cm
17,3’’

GAITERS

High Trek
Accessories

Kaki
M

Black
M L

Red

Grey

M L

M L

Red

M L

Black

White

M L XL

M L XL

White Camo
M L XL

Brown Camo
M L XL

HIKING M/L
The Hiking is ideal for day walks.

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Rear closure by zipper / Holds on to your shoes by selfgripping rubber band + front hook + adjustable strap / Top Scratch Locker : Top held by wide rubber
strap = more comfort / Middle “rubber band” fastening

Grey
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Red

M

35 > 43
5w > 9m
100g x 2 0,22 lbs x 2
38cm
15’’

L

38 > 49 7,5w > 15m
110g x 2 0,25 lbs x 2
40cm
15,7’’

Black

SHORT GAITERS

HIGH TREK SHORT

TREK SHORT

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Front opening with zipper protected by a self-gripping
cover / Holds on to your shoes by self-gripping rubber band + front hook + interchangeable cable / Top
Scratch Locker : Top held by wide rubber strap for more comfort

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Front opening with zipper protected by a self-gripping
cover / Holds on to your shoes by self-gripping rubber band + front hook + adjustable strap / Top Scratch
Locker : Top held by wide rubber strap for more comfort

A sophisticated gaiter for high-mountain use.

36 > 45
85g x 2
27cm

The Trek is a sophisticated gaiter that’s ideal for mountain excursions.

36 > 45
85g x 2
27cm

6w > 11,5m
0,19 lbs x 2
10,6’’

Kaki

Grey

Black

Black

Red

Red

6w > 11,5m
0,19 lbs x 2
10,6’’

High Trek
Accessories

HIKING SHORT

STOPALL

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Rear closure by zipper / Holds on to your shoes by selfgripping rubber band + front hook + adjustable strap / Top Scratch Locker : Top held by wide rubber
strap for more comfort

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Lateral closure by zipper / Holds on to your shoes by
rubber band + front hook / Top Scratch Locker :Top held by wide rubber strap for more comfort

The Hiking is ideal for day walks.

Effectively prevents snow, water and stones from penetrating the shoe.

36 > 45
75g x 2
27cm

36 > 45
70g x 2
20cm

6w > 11,5m
0,17 lbs x 2
10,5’’

6w > 11,5m
0,15 lbs x 2
8’’

Black

Grey
Red

BALADE S

OVERBOOT

PU coating : excellent waterproof qualities / Front closure by zipper / Holds on to your shoes by rubber
band + front hook + rubber strap / Top and middle fastening

PU coating for excellent waterproof qualities / Front opening with zipper / Top Scratch Locker :Top held
by wide rubber strap for more comfort

A Junior gaiter with easy front closure.

Effective overboot against the cold, snow or rain.

32 > 40
70g x 2
36cm

1,5w > 9w
0,15 lbs x 2
14,5’’

S

33 > 42 2,5girl > 10w
120g x 2 0,26 lbs x 2
42cm
16,5’’

L

39 > 48 7m > 13,5m
150g x 2 0,31 lbs x 2
44cm
17,3’’

Black

Black

elastic
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No need to have packs of different
sizes: the Dragonfly 15/30, 10/20
and Nordicfly 8/12 offer variable
volumes that can be adjusted to suit
your activities throughout the year.

30L

BACKPACKS

15L
All our backpacks in the Trekking range come
with a simple, rapid, intuitive and efficient
snowshoe carrying system

The main compartment opens in the back for
easier access to the bottom of the pack.
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DRAGONFLY 15/30

1130g / 2,50 lbs

The Dragonfly15/30 features a variable volume interior (15 to 30L), its
technical and offers many functions.

15 L 50 x 25,5 x 14 cm / 4 Gal 19 x 10 x 5,5’’
30 L 50 x 25,5 x 23,5 cm / 8 Gal 19 x 10 x 9’’

• Rigid back (pad + foam) and padded straps
• Openings in the back and on top of the pack
• 1 top pocket
• 2 side pockets
• 4 internal pockets
• 2 belt pockets
• 1 Opening for hydration tube
• Horizontal straps for carrying
(snowshoes, poles, skis, snowboard)
• load bracer, chest strap
• Waterproof seat 40 x 25,5 cm (16 x 10’’)
• Materials : reinforced fabric to protect against
tearing by crampons
420D HD PU & N420D MD

30L

15L

black & grey

black & blue

waterproof seat inside

DRAGONFLY 10/20

800g / 1,75 lbs

The Dragonfly 10/20 can change its volume from 10 to 20L and is the
ideal companion for hiking or a trip to town.

10 L 50 x 20 x 20 cm / 2,5 Gal 19,5 x 8 x 8’’
20 L 50 x 25 x 22 cm / 5 Gal 19,5 x 10 x 8,5’’

• Rigid back (pad + foam) and padded straps
• Opening on top of the pack
• 1 top pocket
• 1 side pocket
• 2 internal pockets
• 2 belt pockets
• 1 Opening for hydration tube
• Horizontal straps for carrying
(snowshoes, poles, skis, snowboard)
• load bracer, chest strap
• Materials :P450D & 420D HD PU

20L

10L
black & green
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black & blue

SNOWALKER 25

970g / 2,14 lbs

Strong all-purpose backpack (25 L) with multifunction pockets for day walks.

BACKPACKS

red

25 L 50 x 27 x 20 cm / 6,6 Gal 20 x 11 x 8’’

green

SNOWALKER 15

• Rigid back (pad + foam) and padded straps
• Openings in the back and on top of the pack
• 1 top pocket
• 2 lateral mesh pockets
• 1 internal pocket
• 2 belt pockets
• 1 Opening for hydration tube
• Load bracer, Chest strap
• 1 removable snowshoe holder
• 1 pole holder
• Materials :P450D

950g / 2 lbs

Low volume pack (15L) for day hikes.

15 L 41 x 27 x 11 cm / 4 Gal 16 x 11 x 4’’

black

lagoon

green

red

• Rigid back (pad + foam) and padded straps
• Openings in the back and on top of the pack
• 1 top pocket
• 2 lateral mesh pockets
• 1 internal pocket
• 2 belt pockets
• 1 Opening for hydration tube
• Chest strap
• 1 removable snowshoe holder
• 1 pole holder
• Materials :P450D

SNOWALKER 15 «4in1»

Configure the detachable equipment carrier to match your mood on any particular day!
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NORDICFLY 8/12

500g / 1,10 lbs

This hydration bag follows your body’s movements and won’t shift around
on your back thanks to its “Fly” design (TSL patented) that enables it to
grow from 8 to 12 liters.

8 L 38 x 19 x 12 cm / 2 Gal 15 x 7,5 x 4,5’’
12 L 38 x 19 x 17 cm / 3 Gal 15 x 7,5 x 6,5’’

• Padded back and padded straps
• Opening on top of the pack
• 1 top pocket
• 2 lateral mesh pockets
• 1 inner pocket to hold a hydration bag
• 2 belt pockets
• 2 Openings for hydration tube
• Chest strap
• 1 material holder
• Materials :N210D & N210T.

12L

8L

blue

AQUABELT

Water-bottle belt. The Foam backing is comfortable and lets your skin
breath. It can adjust to different sizes of water container and is lined
with a layer of insulation to keep your drink cool.

WATERBAG

This 1.5L water bag uses all the latest technologies and is resistant,
leakproof, practical and hygienic.

0,5 L / 0,13 Gal

140g + 75g / 0,30 lbs + 0,17 lbs
18 x 47 x 10 cm / 7 x 18 x 14’’

blue

red

red
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JUST SMILE

Small, lightweight and compatible with all smartphones,
it is fixed in an instant to all the diameters of poles.
(Compatible for on-board camera)

40g / 0,08 lbs
90 x 50 x 40 mm
3,54 x 1,97 x 1,57’’

remote control version to trigger your photos/videos

ACTION CAMERA
COMPATIBLE
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FLASK / ACCESSORIES
FLASKS
With their double-skin stainless steel construction, these unbreakable thermos flasks maintain the temperature of both hot and cold liquids for 24 hours.
The stopper, with its silicone seal and partial push-button opening, reduces
heat loss.

350 ml/0,09 gal

500 ml/0,13 gal

750 ml/0,20 gal

1000 ml/0,26 gal

ACCESSORIES / CLOTHES

dark
grey

blue

red

GNÔLE FLASK
This lightweight, elegant stainless steel flask has a cap that you can’t lose and
will be very welcome during a break. An essential accessory for the deserving
hiker!

21cl / 0,05 gal

Scarf
RED PFPU306
GREEN PFPU344
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CLOTHING
UNISEX MULTISPORT JACKET

Sizes : S - M - L - XL

SOFTSHELL
A sophisticated, versatile softshell jacket made for adventure and for city
life. Its breathable, warm fabric is windproof and comfortable for all situations. Screen-printed TSL logo.
Women Sizes : XS (36) – S (38) – M (40) – L (42)
Men Sizes : S - M - L - XL

POLAR SLEEVELESS JACKET
A highly breathable microfibre polar jacket for maximum comfort. Warmth
without the weight and volume of traditional insulating materials. Can
be worn directly or as a 2nd layer. Screen-printed TSL logo. 210 series
Microfleece.
Women Sizes : XS (36) – S (38) – M (40) – L (42)
Men Sizes : S - M - L - XL
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TSL OUTDOOR GOODIES / POP

CLIP
DVD
TSL

CLIP
DVD
TSL

La reproduction de tout ou partie de ce DVD sur quelque support que ce soit est formellement
interdite sauf autorisation expresse de TSL OUTDOOR.
Reproduction of all or any part of this DVD in any form whatsoever is strictly forbidden without the
express consent of the director of publication (TSL OUTDOOR)

Go your own way!
TSL OUTDOOR 9 rue du Pré Faucon 74940 Annecy-le-Vieux (France)
Tél : 00 33 (0)4 50 10 28 28 - Fax : 00 33 (0)4 50 01 28 97

@ : tsl@tsloutdoor.com - www.tsloutdoor.com

La reproduction de tout ou partie de ce DVD sur quelque support que ce soit est formellement
interdite sauf autorisation expresse de TSL OUTDOOR.
Reproduction of all or any part of this DVD in any form whatsoever is strictly forbidden without the
express consent of the director of publication (TSL OUTDOOR)

Go your own way!
TSL OUTDOOR 9 rue du Pré Faucon 74940 Annecy-le-Vieux (France)

TSL OUTDOOR 9 rue du Pré Faucon 74940 Annecy-le-Vieux (France)
Tél : 00 33 (0)4 50 10 28 28 - Fax : 00 33 (0)4 50 01 28 97

@ : tsl@tsloutdoor.com - www.tsloutdoor.com

Tél : 00 33 (0)4 50 10 28 28 - Fax : 00 33 (0)4 50 01 28 97

@ : tsl@tsloutdoor.com - www.tsloutdoor.com

STICKER TSL WHITE XL
21 x 29,7 cm
PFPU161

STICKER TSL XS 2
7 x 4 cm
PFPU177

DVD CLIP TSL
PFPU085

DVD CLIP YOONER
PFPU255

CD ROM TSL
PFPU028

MEASURER STICKER
20 x 39 cm
PFPU002

GOODIES / SUPPORT

FLYER A5
snowshoes
PFPU279

FLYER A5
yooner
PFPU230

YOONER POSTER
60 x 40 cm
PFPU278

SNOWSHOE POSTER
60 x 40 cm
PFPU087

SYMBIOZ CENTER
MOBILE
50 x 38 cm
PFPU321

KAKEMONO
SNOWSHOE
140 x 33 cm
PFPU209

2 SIDES FR/EN TSL SHOP
SNOWSHOES BANNER
75 x 30 cm
PFPU179

FLYER A4
nordic walking
PFPU280

MEASURER CARPET
60 x 40 cm
PFPU378

NORDIC WALKING POSTER
60 x 40 cm
PFPU147

FLYER A4
trail
PFPU377

TRAIL POSTER
60 x 40 cm
PFPU375

PANORAMIC POSTER
30 x 70 cm
PFPU075

SNOWSHOES
PRO POSTER
40 x 60 cm
PFPU001

NORDIC WALKING
PRO POSTER
40 x 60 cm
PFPU149

KAKEMONO
NORDIC WALKING
120 x 33 cm
PFPU338

KAKEMONO
TRAIL
120 x 33 cm
PFPU376

CORKSCREW
goyave PFPU240
hawaii PFPU241

DRAGONFLY MOBILE
57 x 55 cm
PFPU305

SYMBIOZ MOBILE
57 x 55 cm
PFPU298

PROMO BAG
PFPU323
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DISPLAY POLES 25 pairs
76 x 30 x 50 cm
PFPU362

DISPLAY POLE
15 x 34 x 115 cm
PFPU411

TSL’S CUSTOMER SERVICE
At TSL, our main goal is the user’s satisfaction throughout the product’s lifespan
For this, we do everything we can to maintain and improve the quality of our Customer Service
Department.
From the design of
our products by insuring the parts can
easily be replaced.

By guaranteeing
proximity and responsiveness of care
thanks to our French
production.

By offering a 2-year
guarantee (parts
and labour) and also
providing a 10-day
repair service.

By providing all our
retailers with a
Customer Service
Department catalogue and details of
repair procedures.

ACTIVATING THE GUARANTEE:
We give our consumers the option of registering their products on our website to facilitate the
implementation of their guarantee, to find out about new products and features and to benefit from
improvements to our products.

tsloutdoor.com

TSL NETWORK
Development of the activities and services offered is important at TSL:

Full information on
our products, the
brand and our innovations...

On-line details of
marked and secure
snowshoe trails in
France.

Listing of ski resorts
that allow the Yooner
on their slopes.

A Pro space with catalogues, documents,
product photos,
videos and prices for
free download…

TSL: partners or organisers of snowshoe, Yooner, Nordic walking and trail events...
Two Facebook pages for information concerning the latest news fresh from TSL.
A Youtube channel with explanatory videos and our products in context.

www.facebook.com/TSLOutdoor
www.facebook.com/YoonerOutdoor

www.youtube.com/TSLOUTDOOR

Special thanks
for their collaboration :
FRIES Gosta • GENAND Thierry • MULLER Marc • ROS Yann
• ROUX Alain • Urope

TSL denies all responsibility in the event that the product
is misused in relation to the purpose for which it was primarily intended or in the event that the rules of care and
the current safety regulations are not respected. This
document is non-contractual; TSL Outdoor reserves the
right to make technical and aesthetic changes to its
products without prior notification.

TSL OUTDOOR, is also
A Sledding catalogue with fun, high-performance and durable products like Yooner and a
whole range of sleds.

A Pole catalogue with a full and innovative
range for hiking, Nordic walking and trail.
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ARGENTINA
NAKA OUTDOORS
(/Fax + 54-9-11-5464-8491
Ramallo 2307
Núñez
Ciudad Autónoma de Bs As
info@nakaoutdoors.com.ar
www.nakaoutdoors.com.ar

ESTONIA
VANDERNET OY
( + 358 20 741 8330
Fax. + 358 20 742 8346
Palkäneentie 14
00510 Helsinki
vandernet@vandernet.com
www.vandernet.com

LITHUANIA
VANDERNET OY
( + 358 20 741 8330
Fax. + 358 20 742 8346
Palkäneentie 14
00510 Helsinki Finland
vandernet@vandernet.com
www.vandernet.com

AUSTRALIA
ANSCO Pty Ltd
( + 61 3 9480 8500
Fax. + 61 3 9480 8555
12 Water road
Preston Vic 3072
sales@ansco.com.au
www.ansco.com.au

FINLAND
VANDERNET OY
( + 358 20 741 8330
Fax. + 358 20 742 8346
Palkäneentie 14
00510 Helsinki
vandernet@vandernet.com
www.vandernet.com

NEW ZEALAND
TSLOUTDOOR.CO.NZ
( + 64 2 175 6280
11 Niger Street
9305 Wanaka
www.yooner.co.nz

AUSTRIA
HAGAN SKI Ges.m.b.H
( + 43 (0) 7711 33 133
Fax. + 43 (0) 7711 33 133-11
Andiesen 11
A-4774 St. Marienkirchen
info@hagan-ski.com
www.hagan-ski.com

FRANCE
TSL OUTDOOR
( + 33 4 50 10 28 28
Fax. + 33 4 50 01 28 97
9, rue du Pré Faucon
74940 Annecy le Vieux
tsl@tsloutdoor.com
www.tsloutdoor.com

BENELUX
ALPITEC
( + 32 85 31 43 85
Fax. + 32 85 71 17 83
Rue l’île des béguines 5
B-5300 ANDENNE
info@alpitec.be
www.alpitec.be

GERMANY
HAGAN SKI Ges.m.b.H
( + 43 (0) 7711 33 133
Fax. + 43 (0) 7711 33 133-11
Andiesen 11
A-4774 St. Marienkirchen Austria
info@hagan-ski.com
www.hagan-ski.com

BOSNIA & HERZEGOVINA
BIZ SPORT D.O.O.
( + 387 33 214 710
Fax. + 387 33 667 515
Cemalusa 12
71000 Sarajevo
info@bizsport.ba
www.bizsport.ba

GREECE
ACTIVE POINT S.A.
( + 30 210 9210 906
Fax. + 30 210 9220 017
65 Athinon Ave. (bystreet)
10447 Athens
sales@activepoint.gr

BULGARIA
ODYSSEIA-IN
Sport & Travel Agency
( + 359 2 989 0538
20 v, Alexander Stamboliiski blvd,
1301 Sofia
info@stenata.com
www.stenata.com
CANADA
TSL OUTDOOR NA
( + 1 819 701 2836
800 Rue Sud
J2K 2Y3 Cowansville
Québec
canada@tslsnowshoes.com
www.tslsnowshoes.com
CHILE
COMERCIAL IDEFIX CHILE SPA
( +56 9 957 19971
Av Las Condes 12461
Edificio 3 Of 904 Las Condes
Santiago – Chile
ventas@tsloutdoor.cl
www.tsloutdoor.cl
CROATIA
IGLU SPORT D.O.O.
( + 385 1 3700 434
Fax. + 385 1 3777 082
Zagrebacka cesta 194
10000 Zagreb
iglusport@iglusport.hr
CZECH REPUBLIC
SUMMIT TRADE DISTRIBUTION s.r.o.
( + 42(0) 702 270 335
Šedesáta 7046
Zlín 76001
objednavky@summit-trade.cz
CZECH REPUBLIC [Yooner only]
KERAVAZY s.r.o.
( + 42(0) 491 816 983
Laser-TRAP
Dolecká 117
CZ-551 01 JAROMER
info@laser-TRAP.com
www.yooner.cz

HUNGARY
MOUNTEX
( + 36 26 501-220
Fax. + 36 26 501-221
16. Rozsa u.
2000 Szentendre
mountex@mountex.hu
www.mountex.hu
ITALY
AMORINI S.R.L
( + 39 075 691193
Fax. + 39 075 5913624
Via del Rame 44
06134 Ponte Felcino - Perugia
amorini@amorini.it
www.amorini.it
JAPAN
MIYAKO SPORTS Co.,Ltd,
( + 81 3 3815 1311
Fax. + 81 3 5803 3217
4-5-5 Yushima,
Bunkyo-ku,
113-0034, Tokyo
m.int.dpt@miyakosports.co.jp
LATVIA
VANDERNET OY
( + 358 20 741 8330
Fax. + 358 20 742 8346
Palkäneentie 14
00510 Helsinki Finland
vandernet@vandernet.com
www.vandernet.com
LEBANON
I.M. CO. LINE INTERNATIONAL
S.A.R.L.
( + 961 9 958 625
Fax + 961 9 952 036
La Maison du Ski Building
Feytroun Higway
Kesewan
info@lamaisonduski.net

NORWAY
KLINGHEIM AB
( + 46 708 247 687
Tegelbruksvägen 15
291 36 Kristianstad
info@tslsport.se
www.klingheim.se
POLAND
RAKIETY.PL
( + 48 32 706 17 00
Al W. Korfantego 35
40-147 Katowice
info@rakiety.pl
www.rakiety.pl
POLAND [Yooner only]
KERAVAZY s.r.o.
( + 420 491 816 983
Laser-TRAP
Dolecká 117
CZ-551 01 JAROMER
info@laser-TRAP.com
www.yooner.cz
ROMANIA
ALPIN EXPE
( +40 359 410 557
Fax. +40 359 410 557
9th Primariei Street
410209 Oradea
contact@alpinexpe.ro
www.alpinexpe.ro
RUSSIA
ALPEX
( + 7 495 631 1855
Fax. + 7 495 631 1855
Srednyaya Pereyaslavskaya ul., 13
Stroenie 2
129110 Moscow
alpex@sherpa.ru
www.sherpa.ru
SERBIA
IGLU SPORT D.O.O.
( + 381 11 2630 475
Uzun Mirkova 10
11000 Beograd
info@iglusport.rs
www.iglusport.rs
SLOVAKIA
OUTLAND sro
( + 421 948554544
Adyho 2935/6
98401 LUCENEC
outland@outland.sk
SLOVAKIA [Yooner Only]
KERAVAZY s.r.o.
( +420 491 816 983
Laser-TRAP
Dolecká 117
CZ-551 01 JAROMER
info@laser-TRAP.com
www.yooner.cz
SLOVENIA
IGLU SPORT D.O.O.
( + 386 1 2412 760
Fax. + 386 1 2412 757
Litostrojska 40,
1000 Ljubljana
iglu@iglusport.si
www.iglusport.si

SPAIN
AERI New Alpin S.L.
( + 34 937151 518
Fax. + 34 937 151 519
C/ Notari Jesus Led, 2C Nave 10,
Polig.Ind .Can Clapers
08181 Sentmenat Barcelona
info@aerinewalpin.com
www.aerinewalpin.com
SWEDEN
KLINGHEIM AB
( + 46 708 247 687
Tegelbruksvägen 15
291 36 Kristianstad
order@klingheim.se
www.klingheim.se
SWITZERLAND
Pro-Import Castella SA
( + 41 26 919 44 44
Fax. + 41 26 919 44 46
case postale 241
1630 Bulle
info@proimport.ch
www.proimport.ch
TURKEY
TOROS LTD
( + 90 216 412 21 27
Fax. + 90 216 412 21 29
N.Kemal Mh. Dalgic Sk. 9/A
Umraniye
34762 ISTANBUL
toros@toroskamp.com
www.toroskamp.com
UKRAINE
ARNICA DISTIDUTION
( +380444556042
15 Mykhailivska Street
01001 Kyiv
info@arnica.com.ua
www.arnica.com.ua
UNITED KINGDOM
ALLCORD Limited
( + 44 (0)131 603 4494
Coralinn House
4 Royston Road
EH54 8AH Livingston
sales@allcord.co.uk
www.allcord.co.uk
USA
TSL OUTDOOR NA
(
+ 1 802 660 8232
Toll Free. + 1 888-TSL-1USA
Fax.
+ 1 802 862 1626
73 Armand Lane
PO BOX 962
VT 05495 Williston
info@tslsnowshoes.com
www.tslsnowshoes.com
USA
TSL SLEDS
(
+ 1 802 660 8232
Toll Free. + 1 888-TSL-1USA
Fax.
+ 1 802 862 1626
73 Armand Lane
PO BOX 962
VT 05495 Williston
info@tslsnowshoes.com
www.tslsnowshoes.com

